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1. GEA
   Equipment on display: ProManure Lagoon Pump
   Learn about manure collection, separation, and precision application.

2. Case IH
   Equipment on display: Project Xavier Planting Robot
   Farming technology is going over the next 10-20 years and how tires technology is going over the future of autonomous planting.

3. DeLaval
   Equipment on display: Astronaut AS Robotic Milking System
   Learn about the robotic milking system and how it improves the American dream while speaking with members of the Farmers Veterans Coalition.

4. Kuhn
   Equipment on display: SL150 Tracted Manure spreader
   Learn about in-field sensor data collection and the utilization of data to improve sustainability.

5. Lely
   Equipment on display: Astronaut AS Robotic Milking System
   Learn about the environmental benefits of robotics.

6. Mahindra
   Equipment on display: Max Series Compact Tractor
   Learn about the automated milking process and how the data produced for increased efficiencies leads to stronger sustainability practices on today’s dairy farms.

7. New Holland
   Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
   Learn how farmers can use precision technology with the tractor to fine tune inputs and manage implements and equipment.

8. Digital Ag Pavilion
   Equipment on display: X9 Combine with 50-foot header
   Visit the Digital Ag Pavilion to explore the collection and manipulation of data to minimize inputs while maximizing yields. Learn about the latest in agriculture technology from Ag Industry Electronics Foundation – Equipment compatibility.

9. Kubota
   Equipment on display: M7 Tractor
   Celebrate Kubota’s 50th Anniversary and learn how they’re powering the American dream.

10. Kuhn
    Equipment on display: SLC150 Tracted Manure spreader
    Learn about in-field sensor data collection and the utilization of data to improve sustainability.

11. Lely
    Equipment on display: Astronaut AS Robotic Milking System
    Learn about the environmental benefits of robotics.

12. Alliance for Science
    Taste modified food truck offering samples of genetically modified fruit to discuss the benefits, good taste, and safety of scientific innovations in food.

13. American Farm Bureau Federation
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the support of pesticides and stewardship efforts told through farmer representatives.

14. National FFA
    Nelson County, Virginia FFA members discuss the research of grass-fed beef and how to communicate with local farmers.

15. Growth Energy
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the power of ethanol and the environmental benefits of biofuels by visiting a semi-truck that runs on 90% clean ethanol.

16. National Agricultural Aviation Association
    Equipment on display: Crop Dusting Helicopter
    Celebrate the 100th anniversary of agricultural aviation history told through museum panels. An OH-58 aerial application helicopter will be on display with the tractor to fine tune inputs and manage implements and equipment.

17. USA Rice Federation
    Hear the findings from the U.S. Rice Industry Sustainability Report and learn about the industry’s 2030 sustainability goals. Learn about the different domestic rice varieties and types through a hands-on grain display.

18. Agricultural Retailers Association
    Learn about the agronomy services offered to producers.

19. Clean Fuels Alliance America
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the automated planting robot to fine tune inputs and manage implements and equipment.

20. Corn Refiners Association
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the benefits of pesticides and stewardship efforts told through farmer representatives.

21. American Soybean Association / United Soybean Board
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the benefits of pesticides and stewardship efforts told through farmer representatives.

22. CropLife America
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the supply chain story of pest control.

23. American Seed Association
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the benefits of pesticides and stewardship efforts told through farmer representatives.

24. National Corn Growers Association
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the automated planting robot to fine tune inputs and manage implements and equipment.

25. American Soybean Association
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the benefits of pesticides and stewardship efforts told through farmer representatives.

26. National Hemp Association
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the automated planting robot to fine tune inputs and manage implements and equipment.

    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the automated planting robot to fine tune inputs and manage implements and equipment.

28. The Fertilizer Institute
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the automated planting robot to fine tune inputs and manage implements and equipment.

29. National Corn Growers Association
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the automated planting robot to fine tune inputs and manage implements and equipment.

30. National Corn Growers Association
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the automated planting robot to fine tune inputs and manage implements and equipment.

31. National Corn Growers Association
    Equipment on display: T7 Heavy-Duty Tractor with PLM Intelligence™
    Learn about the automated planting robot to fine tune inputs and manage implements and equipment.